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                  D.C.

                  Metro

                  Move around the city quickly with Metro.
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                  D.C.

                  Metrobus

                  Explore places where Metro doesn't go.
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                  DC Circulator Bus

                  Need to get to Georgetown?

                  Take the Circulator!
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                Living in Washington DC

                "Living in Washington DC" is a guide for moving to and living in Washington DC. So, if you need a hand getting sorted, help is on the way!

                We bring you up-to-date and relevant information about where to live in Washington DC, how to get a job, how to catch public transportation, where to party, how to save money and where to get help when making the transition.

                With its strong economy, government jobs, and political internships, thousands of people move to Washington DC every year. Browse this guide to find essential information that will make your move easier than ever!
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                Washington DC Neighborhoods

                Washington DC is a cosmopolitan city with neighborhoods ranging from hip to historic. Although there is wide variety of housing, finding an apartment in Washington DC can often be a daunting task. Lack of familiarity with the city and the desire to find an affordable apartment in a safe [...]
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                Getting Around Washington DC

                As one of the top 10 worst traffic cities in the country, driving around Washington DC can be challenging due to confusing traffic patterns and congested roads during rush hour. Also, finding on-street parking can be tedious because spaces are premium. As a result, many Washington DC residents [...]
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                Cost of Living

                Although the cost of living in Washington DC is less expensive than NYC or Boston, it is considered among the highest in the country. However, there are many free cultural activities that really add to the quality of life once you can afford the rent. There is always something free and interesting to do in the nation's capital.
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                Museums & Art Galleries

                Would you like to spend the day visiting the Smithsonian museums and galleries? Maybe the White House or the Lincoln Memorial too? You can do all this without spending a lot of money on a guided tour by using the Metro System, which connects the most popular areas of DC.
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                Guides to Washington DC

                Do you prefer to do your homework offline? There are some great guides about moving and working in Washington DC. Discover the city one step at the time and get detailed information and tips from Washington DC insiders [...]
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                Embassies in DC

                Did you know that Washington DC has an international side? With more than 177 embassies in the nation's capital, planning your trip abroad should be a piece of cake. In fact, the stretch of Massachusetts Avenue from 18th to 35th Street is called "Embassy Row" which is home to many embassies and consular offices.
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              		Adams Morgan

              Perfect for young professionals who enjoy nightlife.
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              		Alexandria

              Charming, family oriented, and pet friendly.
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              		Chinatown

              Small and close to everything.
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              		Dupont Circle

              Trendy and eclectic neighborhood.
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              		Foggy Bottom

              GWU students live here.
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              		Georgetown

              Upscale neighborhood.
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